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Occidentalism: A Theory of Counter-Discourse in Post-Mao
China. By Xiaomei Chen. New York: Oxford University Press,
1995. 239 pp. US$35.00 (cloth) ISBN 0-19-508579-5.

Xiaomei Chen's Occidentalism engages the critical legacy
of Edward Said's Orientalism. Through a superb account of
select developments in post-Mao poetry and especially in
spoken drama, the book provides a model for a study of
exchanges between cultures that does not rely on essential
categories such as “East” and “West.” Chen suggests that this is
an error to which even those enlightened by Said are prone as
they dism antle O rientalist fantasies and lament foreign
influences in China. Occidentalism makes clear the limitations of
Said’s book for one who works， so to speak， from the inside out.
Orientalism, Chen reminds us, demonstrates that Western
images of the Oriental Other propelled imperialist policies and
“were imported into the West’s political and cultural colonies
where they affected native points of view and thus themselves
served as instruments of [a strategy of world] domination.wThis,
Chen argues， is profoundly instructive but “ignores Western
discourses about the Orient that oppose Western expansionism”
and subvert Western power. Moreover, Said’s book may
encourage the positioning of people in “the Orient” as perfectly
interpellated subjects and lead one to think of “Chinese political
and intellectual culture [as] nothing more than an outpost of
mindlessly replicated Western thought,” which it is， of course
not (3-5). In a word, Occidentalism is about
agency; it is an antidote to that thinking which
im agines ideology to be m echanically
imprinted on passive, dominated dupes. The
book’s concern with agency and the crossing
of cultures situates Occidentalism in the
general company of Lydia Liu's Translingual
Practice, which was published in the same
year. Chen’s book also deflates summary
h
0i:
pronouncements about “the Chinese” or “we
Chinese” and reminds one that talk of “the
W est” often refers to a mode of social
pflillfHEi
organization rather than a place on the globe.
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Chen’s Occidentalism is “a discursive practice that， by
constructing its Western Other, has allowed the Orient to
participate actively and with indigenous creativity in the process
of self-appropriation, even after being appropriated and
constructed by Western Others” 4-5). Orientalism is an
instrument of imperialism, but Occidentalism is a tool of
dom estic political struggle. Chen names two related
O ccidentalist discourses: “ Official O ccidentalism ” is the
construction of a threatening W estern Other to bolster
nationalism and solidify power; “anti-official Occidentalism” is a
discourse that uses the “Western Other as a metaphor for a
political liberation against ideological oppression within a
totalitarian society” 7-8). There is also a third Chinese
Occidentalism in which official ideology overlaps with or
manipulates anti-official discourse. Ultimately, Chen insists, the
Chinese use of a W estern O ther is m ulti-faceted and
problematic. This is the argument of chapter six, which considers
male May Fourth playwrights who used an image of the West as
a weapon against the orthodoxy in writing about the oppression
of women. Chen contends that this “appeal to the West” was “yet
another way in which Western fathers subjugated and colonized
non-Western women." Chen certainly adds to existing evidence
that in their struggles with their Confucian “fathers，” the “sons”
appropriated and then “betrayed” women’s issues (138, 155).
Despite this welcome muddying of the waters, history and
the need for clarity require that much of Occidentalism attends to
struggles between anti-official and official discourses. The 1988
television series He shang provides a clear example of "anti
official Occidentalism.H He shang's flat condemnation of things
Chinese and endorsement of things Western can make one
impatient; but, Chen writes, although (tit would be easy . . . to
dismiss the series as an especially overt example of Western
‘cultural imperialism,”’ to do so would be “facile and misleading”
(28). To account for the popularity of He shang's depiction of an
inferior Chinese Self and a superior Occidental Other, Chen
argues that viewers understood that the depiction in He shang
rtof a problematic cultural past and a progressive Occidental
Other [was] merely a pretext to debunk current official ideology.”
Supporters of He shang were not terribly interested in the^real"
West. Instead， they “read into the contrasting [Western] Other a
（
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hope for remodeling and rescuing their own country and their
own selves” 41). Chen’s suggestions about Su Xiaokang’s
authorial intent may be questioned; her analysis of the
audience’s reception of this “text” is more persuasive.
Chapter three is a lesson in the creative
“misunderstanding” of Other cultures and traditions. In the
1910s, Ezra Pound’s “importation” to the West of his particular (if
not peculiar) understanding of the Chinese ideograph played a
role in shaping Western modernism. In the late 1970s and early
1980s, in an effort to establish their legitimacy, the menglong
poets first invoked Chinese tradition and then—unaware or
unconcerned that it was on the wane in the places of its origin—
Western modernism (73,74). However， both the “misty” poets
and their critics “‘misunderstood’ Western modernism in nearly
every way possible" (74, 77). In fact, Chen claims, menglong
poetry continued the romantic and realist May Fourth tradition;
the furor over modernism had more to do with ideology than
aesthetics. In this debate, the contra position is familiar:
conservatives, in rejecting the new poetry as decadent and “not
Chinese,” were employing the image of the Occidental Other to
silence dangerous speech. The pro position, which used the
West as a Counter Other1' in its struggle with official culture, is
more nuanced: the initial claim that Western modernism could
provide from the outside what was missing in moribund Chinese
poetry was followed by the “discovery” that Western modernism
had, in fact, started in China. Simultaneous appeal to an alien
Other and return to the indigenous is unsurprising because,
Chen argues, enough has been swapped back and forth
between China and the West that literary cultures have at places
intertwined. Thus it is difficult for any writer or critic to separate
“Chinese” from “non-Chinese.” When such a distinction is drawn,
it often has little grounding in history, as when conservative
critics of modernism call for a return to homegrown May Fourth
realism, which at one time, of course, was considered to be
anything but purely Chinese.
Four strong chapters are devoted to an investigation of
theater in the 1980s; the first, “Occidentalist Theater，” strikes
one as a sophisticated elaboration on something Perry Link
observed a decade ago: in the immediate post-C ultural
Revolution period “there was a happy three-way convergence”
（
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between what artists wanted, what audiences wanted, and what
the government wanted (117). The government wished to
present itself as more liberal than the Maoist regime it had
replaced, and therefore it drew on the ""cultural capital1of things
Western" by permitting the staging of foreign plays. Macbeth,
Peer Gynt, and Life of Galileo were performed and received,
Chen explains， with little concern for an “‘accurate’ historical
understanding of the original Occidental plays" and with
complete attention to thematic connections to the recent
Chinese past. Implicit criticism of the Cultural Revolution suited
the government and audience， and dramatists borrowed “the
voice of the ‘Other”’ to protest against more timeless abuses of
power (59-60). This is the third kind of Occidentalism, in which
official and anti-official discourses coincide. Chen goes on to
argue that it would be difficult and foolish to criticize the Chinese
for getting Western plays wrong or for inflicting European
colonialism upon themselves (53, 65).
Gao Xingjian’s 1985 play Vferen [Wildman] allows Chen to
argue against the claim that influence travels in one direction
from an origin in an “emitter” text to a “receiver” text in a second
culture. Gao Xingjian was an early supporter of Western
modernism, and in his first two plays one sees traces of Artaud
and Brecht. Yeren, his third play, draws on Chinese theatrical
traditions. This is satisfyingly tidy but, Chen shows, too easy. In
the first place, Brecht's theories came, in part, from his
understanding of Chinese theater. Furthermore, Gao Xingjian's
understanding of his own national tradition was shaped by his
study of the West; similarities in theory and practice make it
occasionally difficult to decide what is “Chinese” and what is
“Western and each source means something different to each
playwright. It may be impossible, Chen concludes, <(to determine
which cultural tradition evoked in Wildman is the emitter and
which is the receiver” 111). Chen takes things a few fascinating
steps further by tracing parallels between Gao Xingjian’s
lfChineseH Wildman and Thornton Wilder's quintessentially
American Our Town. Chen reveals that Wilder, like Brecht,
refashioned his theatrical inheritance under the influence of Mei
Lanfang: the Occidental theater brought to China in the 1980s is
shown to have roots in Chinese theater. To name this process by
which supposed emitter and receiver texts exchange meanings
” ；
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and artists find “new” ideas in foreign cultures that were
“originally” their own, Chen coins the term “retro-influence” 134,
110).
Of course the above account is a simplification. Xiaomei
Chen examines a vast field of cultural phenomena through a
lens called “Occidentalism,” and she brings into focus elements
and connections in contemporary Chinese cultural production
that might otherwise remain obscure. This is the theoretical
contribution of Occidentalism. Equally or even more deserving of
praise is the way in which Chen builds her theory on the
foundation of a lucid account of important literary events and
illuminating readings of individual texts. Two years after its
publication and five years after some of its chapters first
appeared in earlier versions as journal articles, Chen’s book is
still timely. For example, some of its lessons may help one
understand and critique the sensation surrounding Zhongguo
keyi shuo bu [China can say no], which has gained great
popularity by moving in a direction exactly opposite the one
represented by He shang. The former does this by availing itself
of negative images of the Western Other in apparent support of
a conservative ideology that reinforces walls between “us” and
“them .” We can call this an example of the third kind of
Occidentalism， if we remember that Chen’s most important
lesson is that there are varieties of Occidentalism (and
Orientalism) and each case must be understood on the basis of
its particulars.
（
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